Los Angeles History
Selected Bibliography of Primary Resources
UCLA Library Special Collections

Ethnic Studies

- Bunche (Ralph) Papers (Collection 2051)
- Chinese Historical Society of Southern California (Collection 1688)
- Japanese American Oral History Project (Collection 2067)
- Hawkins (Augustus) Papers (1642)
- Japanese American Research Project (Collection 2010)
- Korean American Oral History Project (Collection 1414)
- Lee (Rose Hum) Papers (Collection 1002)
- Manzanar War Relocation Records (Collection 122)

Los Angeles and Southern California History

- Chandler (Dorothy) Papers (Collection 1421)
- Collection of Local Imprints, 1901-1981 (Collection 1600)
- Gerson (T. Perceval) Papers (Collection 724)
- Griffith Family Papers (Collection 2060)
- Los Angeles Olympic Organizing Committee (LAOOC), 1984 (Collection 1403)
- Collection of Maps of Los Angeles, California, United States & the World (Collection 294)
- Packman (Anna Bégué de) Papers (Collection 1491)
- Powell Family Papers (Collection 230)
- Collection of Tract Maps and Cadastral Maps of Southern California (Collection 349)
- Collection of Tract Maps from a Real Estate Business Scrapbook, Los Angeles (Collection 295)
- Wilshire Family Papers (Collection 231)
- Zeitlin (Jake) Papers (Collection 334)

Politics and Government

- Biscailuz (Eugene) Papers (Collection 773)
- Borough (Reuben) Papers (Collection 927)
- Bowron (Fletcher) Papers (Collection 341)
- Mayor Tom Bradley Administrative Papers (Collection 293)
- Roybal (Edward) Papers (Collection 847)
- Bunche (Ralph) Papers (Collection 2051)
- Edson (Katherine) Papers (Collection 235)
- Hawkins (Augustus) Papers (1642)
- McWilliams (Carey) Papers (1319)
- Poulson (Norris) Papers (Collection 787)
- Shaw (Joseph) Papers (Collection 840)
- Smookler (Helene V.) Papers on School Integration (Collection 1547)
Popular Culture

- California Ephemera Collection (Collection 200)
- California Postcards Collection (Collection 1351)

Social Activism

- ACLU Southern California Chapter Records (Collection 900)
- Clinton (Clifford E.) Papers (Collection 2018)
- Chamberlain (Ernest R.) Papers (Collection 2019)
- Edson (Katherine) Papers (Collection 235)
- Green (Dorothy) Papers (environmental activist, founder of Heal the Bay), 1963-2000 (Collection 1736)
- Haynes (John Randolph) Papers (1241)
- Hollywood Studio Strike Collection (Collection 226)
- McWilliams (Carey) Papers (Collection 1319)
- McWilliams (Carey) Research Files (Collection 1243)
- Sleepy Lagoon Defense Committee Records (Collection 107)
- McGrath (Alice) Papers (Collection 1490)
- Noel (Frances) Papers (Collection 814)
- Underground, Extremist and Alternative Literature Coll. (Collection 50)
- Yoneda (Karl G.) Papers (Collection 1592)

Visual Resources

- Baruch (Herbert M.) Corporation Records (Collection 1512)
- California Postcards Collection (Collection 1351)
- Los Angeles Daily News Archive (Collection 1386)
- Los Angeles Times Photographic Archive (Collection 1429)
  http://unitproj.library.ucla.edu/dlib/lat/
- Photographs Collection (Collection 99)
- Pierce (C. C.) Photographs, ca. 1898-1934 (Collection 1757)
Los Angeles Arts and Culture
Selected Bibliography of Primary Resources - UCLA Library Special Collections

Writers and Poets
- Bowers (Edgar) Papers (Collection 565)
- Chandler (Raymond) Papers (Collection 638)
- Endore (Guy) Papers (Collection 279)
- Fante (John) Papers (Collection 1832)
- Garrett (Alexandra) Papers and Records of the Beyond Baroque Foundation (Collection 1615)
- Huxley (Aldous) Papers (Collection 2009)
- Lipton (Lawrence) Papers (Collection 819)
- McCoy (Horace) Papers (Collection 794)
- Miller (Henry) Papers (Collection 110)
- Monette (Paul) Papers (Collection 1707)
- Nathan (Robert) Papers (Collection 1417)
- Nava (Michael) Papers (Collection 1714)
- Nin (Anaïs) Papers (Collection 2066)
- See (Carolyn) Papers (Collection 1397)
- See (Lisa) Papers (Collection 584)
- Thompson (Jim) Papers (Collection 1660)
- Wagner (Rob) Papers (Collection 690)

Arts and Culture
- Architectural Pottery (Max and Rita Lawrence) (Collection 1587)
- Austin (John C.) Papers (Collection 904)
- Ayres & Fiege Architectural Drawings (Collection 115)
- Central Avenue Sounds Oral History Project (Collection 300)
- Chandler (Phillip) Papers (Collection 270)
- Committee for Simon Rodia's Watts Towers (Collection 1388)
- Connell (Will) Papers (Collection 893)
- Cornell (Ralph D.) Papers (Collection 1411)
- Federal Writers' Project of California Records. (Collection 306)
- Gernreich (Rudi) Papers (Collection 1702)
- Goldstone (N.J. "Bud") Collection on Simon Rodia's Towers (Collection 1317)
- Hesser (Edwin Bower) Papers (Collection 1071)
- Holtzman-Trout (Edward) Papers (Collection 1186)
- Jones (A. Quincy) Papers (Collection 1561)
- Kitaj (R.B.) Papers (Collection 1741)
- Langsner (Jules) Papers (Collection 190)
- Lee (S. Charles) Papers (Collection 1384)
- Monhoff (Frederick) Papers (Collection 2103)
- Morton (Lawrence) Papers (Collection 1522)
- Neutra (Richard and Dion) Papers (Collection 1179)
- Percival (Olive) Papers (Collection 119)
- Roberts (Clete) Papers (Collection 1288)
- Wagner (Gordon) Papers (Collection 1594)
- Wayne (June) Papers (Collection 562)
- Wright (Lloyd) Papers (Collection 1561)
- Zeitlin (Jake) Papers (Collection 334)
- Zermeño (Andrew) Papers (Collection 1651)
Los Angeles Times Photographic Archives, ca 1918-1990
UCLA Library Special Collections

The collection principally consists of negatives documenting events and people in the greater Los Angeles area. There are also substantial sections in the collection of photographic prints documenting events and people in greater Los Angeles, Southern California, and the rest of the country; as well as photographic prints from the Los Angeles Times Orange County and San Diego bureaus. The collection was donated by the Los Angeles Times in the 1980s and includes glass negatives (ca. 1918-1932), nitrate negatives (ca. 1925-45), and safety negatives (ca. 1935-1990).

The index to the collection is currently only in paper form, and is in over 150 volumes covering various dates and in various formats. Entries in the index are not consistent or necessarily where you would expect to find them. Readers may call to inquire about one or two names or subjects in the collection, but for more in depth research they should plan to come to the Department of Special Collections to consult the index.

There is a selection of approximately 6,000 images from the Los Angeles Times collection at the "Changing Times: Los Angeles in Photographs, 1920-1990" that have been digitized. (http://unitproj.library.ucla.edu/dlib/lat/) This will give readers a good idea of what is in the collection, but they should also be aware that these images are just a tiny fraction of the approximately 4 million images in the collection. See also the UCLA Digital Library Collections http://digital2.library.ucla.edu/

Material in the Los Angeles Times collection is stored off-site. That means it takes at least a day to get material from storage and have it ready in the reading room for use. Readers should plan on one visit to research the index to the collection, and a second visit to see the negatives they have requested.

Copyright to all the images in the collection at UCLA now belongs to the UCLA library. These images can be licensed by the library for publication, broadcast, websites, and other commercial uses.

For further information about the collection please contact either the Special Collections reference desk at (310) 825 4988 or spec-coll@library.ucla.edu or Simon Elliott at (310) 206 0580 or selliott@library.ucla.edu.
African American and Mexican American Collections
Selected Bibliography of Primary Resources - UCLA Library Special Collections

African Americans
Manuscript Collections:
• Mayor Tom Bradley Administrative Papers (Collection 293)
• Bunche (Ralph J.) Papers (Collection 2051)
• Brian Urquhart Collection of Material about Ralph J. Bunche (Collection 364)
• Golden State Mutual Life Insurance Co. Records, 1866-1985 (Collection 1434)
• Hawkins (Augustus F.) Papers (Collection 1642)
• Johnson (George P.) Negro Film Collection (Collection 1042)
• Los Angeles Urban League Records (Collection 203)
• Los Angeles School Monitoring Committee Records  (Collection 1291)
• Debbie Louis Collection of Material about the Civil Rights Movement in the United States (Collection 1111)
• Spingarn (Arthur Barnett) Papers (Collection 1476)

UCLA Center for Oral History and Research: African American History Series:
• African American Architects of Los Angeles
• African American Artists of Los Angeles
• Black Leadership in Los Angeles
• Central Avenue Sounds Oral History Project
• Recollections about Ralph Bunche

Mexican Americans
Manuscript Collections:
• American Civil Liberties Union Foundation of Southern California Records (Collection 900)
• Bound Manuscripts Collection  (Collection 170)
• Diseños (manuscript maps of Southern California ranchos)
  • Rancho Title Abstracts: Rancho San Jose de Buenos Ayres, 1887-8
  • Abstract of that certain property “Little Plaza,” 1884-94
• Lopez (Enrique Hank) Papers (Collection 1519)
• McGrath (Alice Greenfield) Papers (Collection 1490)
• McWilliams (Carey) Papers (Collections 1319, 1243, 2023)
• Roybal (Edward Ross) Papers (Collection 847)
• Sleepy Lagoon Defense Committee Records (Collection 107)

UCLA University Archives:
• Mexican American Study Project Papers
• Chicano Studies Center (administrative files, publications)

UCLA Center for Oral History and Research: Mexican American History Series:
• McGrath, Alice. The Education of Alice McGrath (300/269)
• McWilliams, Carey. Honorable in All Things (300/195)

Other Primary Resources Regarding Ethnic Groups:
• Los Angeles Times Photographic Archives (Collection 1429)
• Daily News Photographic Archives (Collection 1386)
• Census Maps of Los Angeles  (Call Number HB 3037 L7 A5 1940)
Californio and Mexican American Materials

Map of a portion of Los Angeles County showing the Abel Stearns’ ranches: La Habra, Los Coyotes, San Juan Cajon, Las Bolsas, La Bolsa Chica, 1873.

General Description of Californio and Mexican American Materials

The Charles E. Young Research Library Department of Special Collections houses and provides access to the UCLA Library’s central collection of rare books and manuscripts in the humanities, social sciences, and visual arts, as well as transcripts of interviews conducted by the UCLA Center for Oral History Research. The Department’s rare book holdings consist of some 333,000 volumes, while its non-book holdings comprise more than 30 million manuscripts and 5 million photographs and negatives, ephemera, maps, works of art, architectural drawings and models, and other graphic arts material.

The Department’s resources support the University’s research and teaching missions, with its primary emphasis and resource strengths supporting research on the American West, especially that of the Los Angeles area, California, and extending to Mexico from the late 18th century to the present. Some of the most significant collections include historic maps and rancho title abstracts of Los Californios, which detail the transfer of land ownership during the period following the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo through 20th century urbanization and growth. Personal papers of Mexican Americans involved in local and state politics also provide insight into the struggles and achievements of Mexican Americans in California and shed light on immigration, cultural, political, and economic development. The papers of Carey McWilliams, Alice Greenfield McGrath and her records as secretary of the Sleepy Lagoon Defense Committee document issues of labor and social justice from the 1920s through the 1940s. Other sources available for the study of Mexican heritage include Nahautl documents, 19th and early 20th-century prints, and original artworks of 20th-century artists such as Andrew Zermeño and Frank Romero.

Sleepy Lagoon defendants and Alice McGrath with defense attorney Ben Margolis, 1944.
The Sleepy Lagoon Defense Committee (first known as the Citizens’ Committee for the Defense of Mexican American Youth) was organized in October 1942 in response to the indictment of 22 young men for murder. All defendants but one were Mexican American, and 12 defendants were convicted of first degree murder by the Superior Court of Los Angeles County. The Sleepy Lagoon Defense Committee raised funds for the appeal of the case and roused public opinion through education and publicity programs. Judgments and decisions of the lower court were reversed by the District Court of Appeal of the state of California, 2nd Appellate District, on October 4, 1944.

The archive was transferred to the UCLA Library by Alice Greenfield McGrath, executive secretary of the committee, 1945. It includes photographs, correspondence, publicity materials, radio scripts, petitions, scrapbooks of news clippings, and trial transcripts. It also includes material from Luis Valdez’s play, *Zoot Suit*, a dramatic and musical interpretation of the events surrounding the trial. Related collections include the personal papers of Carey McWilliams, who served as chair of the Sleepy Lagoon Defense Committee; Alice Greenfield McGrath; and author Guy Endore. UCLA oral history interviews with McWilliams, McGrath, and Endore also discuss the case. The *Los Angeles Times* (ca. 1918-1990) and *Los Angeles Daily News* (1923-1954) photographic archives provide historic images of the events published in the press. Documents and photographs from these collections and the complete trial transcripts have been digitized and made available on the Online Archive of California (OAC) at http://www.oac.cdlib.org/. An online exhibit is available at http://www.library.ucla.edu/libraries/special/scweb/slexhibit.htm.

Edward Ross Roybal Papers (Collection 847) and UCLA Chicano Studies Center (Collection 107)

Edward Ross Roybal (1916-2005) was a public health educator and director of health education for the Los Angeles County Tuberculosis and Health Association in the 1940s; a member of the Los Angeles City Council (1949-62); president of Eastland Savings and Loan Association (1958-68); and a democrat in the U.S. Congress, House of Representatives (1963-93), where he served as chairman of the Select Committee on Aging from 1989-93. The collection consists of manuscripts, correspondence, notes, photographs, and printed material related to his career as a Los Angeles City councilman. As city councilman, he was an advocate for equal rights, particularly on issues facing the local Latino community, and was opposed to the displacement of the Mexican American community called Chavez Ravine by Dodger Stadium. Materials from this collection have been digitized and made available on the OAC at http://www.oac.cdlib.org/. Lesson plans for Grades 6-12 entitled *Stealing Home: How Race Relations, Politics, and Baseball Transformed Chavez Ravine* are available on the California Cultures digital archive at http://www.calisphere.universityofcalifornia.edu/calcultures/.

Rancho Title Abstracts and Diseños (Bound Manuscripts Collection)

Rancho San Jose de Buenos Ayres, 1883-1889 (170/24 and 170/25);
The tract of land commonly known as the “Little Plaza,” 1884-1894 (170/13);
Diseños: maps and plans of ranchos of Southern California, mostly within Los Angeles and Orange counties, 1852-1883 (Collection 170/508)

Rancho title abstracts document the legal process and the social, political, and economic history of early Californios in the context of rancho development in the Los Angeles region. Through use of the diseños and UCLA’s historic maps and blueprints, researchers can trace the partitioning, sale, and changes in land use from the mid- to late 1880’s. Materials from this collection have been digitized and made available on the OAC at http://www.oac.cdlib.org/. Lesson plans for Grade 4 entitled Los Californios: California’s Spanish, Native American, and African Heritage are available on the California Cultures digital archive at http://www.calisphere.universityofcalifornia.edu/calcultures/.
The Sleepy Lagoon Case

Sleepy Lagoon Defense Committee Records, 1942-1945 (Collection 107)

The Sleepy Lagoon Defense Committee (first known as the Citizens’ Committee for the Defense of Mexican American Youth) was organized in October 1942 in response to the indictment of 22 young men for murder. All defendants but one were Mexican American, and 12 defendants were convicted of first degree murder by the Superior Court of Los Angeles County. The Sleepy Lagoon Defense Committee raised funds for the appeal of the case and roused public opinion through education and publicity programs. Judgments and decisions of the lower court were reversed by the District Court of Appeal of the state of California, 2nd Appellate District, on October 4, 1944.

The archive was transferred to the UCLA Library by Alice Greenfield McGrath, executive secretary of the committee, 1945. It includes photographs, correspondence, publicity materials, radio scripts, petitions, scrapbooks of news clippings, and trial transcripts. It also includes material from Luis Valdez’s play, Zoot Suit, a dramatic and musical interpretation of the events surrounding the trial. Related collections include the personal papers of Carey McWilliams, who served as chair of the Sleepy Lagoon Defense Committee; Alice Greenfield McGrath; and author Guy Endore. UCLA oral history interviews with McWilliams, McGrath, and Endore also discuss the case. The Los Angeles Times (ca. 1918-1990) and Los Angeles Daily News (1923-1954) photographic archives provide historic images of the events published in the press. Documents and photographs from these collections and the complete trial transcripts have been digitized and made available on the Online Archive of California (OAC) at http://www.oac.cdlib.org/. An online exhibit is available at: http://www.library.ucla.edu/libraries/special/scweb/slexhibit.htm.

Selected Bibliography of Primary Resources

- Sleepy Lagoon Defense Committee Records (Collection 107)
- Alice Greenfield McGrath Papers (Collection 1490)
- S. Guy Endore Papers (Collection 279)
- Carey McWilliams Papers (Collection 1319)
- Carey McWilliams Card File Research Collection (Collection 1243)
- Los Angeles Daily News Negatives Collection (Collection 1387)
- Los Angeles Times Photographic Archives (Collection 1429)
- Eugene W. Biscailuz Papers (Collection 773)
- UCLA Oral History Program Collection transcripts, including:
  - “The Education of Alice McGrath” (300/269)
  - “Honorable in All Things ... the memoirs of Carey McWilliams” (300/195)
  - “Reflections of Guy Endore” (300/21)
- Photographs Collection (Collection 99)
- David L. Clark Los Angeles Oral History Collection (Collection 2080)
- Collection of Underground, Alternative and Extremist Literature, 1900-1990 (Collection 50)
Women Writing the West - 2009

Selected Bibliography of Primary Resources

UCLA Library Special Collections

Personal, Family and Organizational Papers

- Adams (Peggy Hamilton) Papers (Collection 1373)
- Babitz (Mae) Papers (Collection 174)
- Becket (Marta) Papers (Collection 1399)
- Bound Manuscripts Collection (Collection 170) travel diaries, rancho title abstracts
- Britton (Nan) Papers (Collection 467)
- Bullock (Georgia) Papers (Collection 1374)
- Chandler (Dorothy) Papers (Collection 1421)
- Chandler (Raymond) Papers (Collection 638)
- Chinese Historical Society of Southern California Oral Histories (Collection 1688)
- Christian (Peggy), bookseller (Collection 1465)
- Edson (Katherine) Papers (Collection 235)
- Endore (Guy) Papers (Collection 279)
- Fante (John) Papers (Collection 1832)
- Fowler (Josephine) Papers (Collection 1801)
- Fritz (Bernardine Szold) Papers (Collection 1298)
- Goodwin (Mary) Antarctica Collection (Collection 259)
- Green (Dorothy) Papers (environmental activist, founder of Heal the Bay), 1963-2000 (Collection 1736)
- Gregory (Elizabeth Hiatt) Papers (Collection 313)
- Holling (Lucille) Papers (Collection 1588)
- Holtzman (Howard) Collection on Isadora Duncan (Collection 1729)
- Hooker (Evelyn) Papers (Collection 523)
- Huxley (Aldous) Papers (Collection 2009)
- Japanese American Research Project (Collection 2010)
- Johnson (George P.) Negro Film Collection (Collection 1042)
- Kalpakian (Laura) Papers (Collection 1342)
- Korean American Oral History Project (Collection 1414)
- Lee (Rose Hum) Papers (Collection 1002)
- Manzanar War Relocation Records (Collection 122)
- McCoy (Horace) Papers (Collection 794)
- McGrath (Alice) Papers (Collection 1490)
- McWilliams (Carey) collection of material on Mary Hunt Austin (Collection 278)
- McWilliams (Carey) Papers (Collection 1319)
- McWilliams (Carey) Research Files (Collection 1243)
- Miller (Freyda) Papers (Collection 1738)
- Nin (Anaïs) Papers (Collection 2066)
- Noel (Frances) Papers (Collection 814)
- Packman (Anna Bégué de) Papers (Collection 1491)
- Percival (Olive) Papers (Collection 119)
- Powell (Lawrence Clark) Papers (Collection 229)
- Rochlin (Harriet) Collection of Western Jewish History (Collection 1689)
- Robinson (W.W.) Papers (Collection 2072)
- Rosenberg (Betty) Collection of Genre Literature (Collection 1606)
- St. Denis (Ruth) Papers (Collection 1031)
- Sayers (Frances Clark) Papers (Collection 1631)
- See (Carolyn) Papers (Collection 1397)
- See (Lisa) Papers (Collection 564)

**Personal, Family and Organizational Papers (cont’d)**
- Sherer (Lorraine) Papers (Collection 1225)
- Smith (Sarah Bixby) Papers (Collection 223)
- Steinitz (Kate) Papers (Collection 1770)
- Stoermer (Grace) Papers (Collection 432)
- Sturges (Preston) Papers (Collection 1114)
- Trumbo (Dalton) Papers (Collection 1554)
- Wayne (June) Papers (Collection 562)
- West (Nathanael) Manuscripts (Collection 100, box 77)
- Yoch (Florence) Correspondence (Collection 100, box 164)
- Zeitlin (Jake) Papers (Collection 334)

**Maps and Ephemera**
- California Ephemera Collection (Collection 200)
  - Boosterism material (promoting The West)
  - Ramona myth
- Collection of Maps of Los Angeles, California, United States & the World (Collection 294)
- Collection of Tract Maps and Cadastral Maps of Southern California (Collection 349)
- Collection of Tract Maps from a Real Estate Business Scrapbook, Los Angeles (Collection 295)

**Visual Resources**
- Bennett (Walter E.) Photographic Collection (Collection 686)
- California Postcards Collection (Collection 1351)
- California Postcards Collection (Collection 1351)
- Hesser (Edwin B.) Papers (Collection 1071)
- Los Angeles Daily News Archive (Collection 1386)
- Los Angeles Times Photographic Archive (Collection 1429)
  - [http://unitproj.library.ucla.edu/dlib/lat/](http://unitproj.library.ucla.edu/dlib/lat/)
- Photographs Collection (Collection 99)
- Pierce (C. C.) Photographs, ca. 1898-1934 (Collection 1757)
- Rochlin (Harriet) Collection of Photographs of Western Jewish Life (Collection 441)

**Oral Histories**
- David Clark Los Angeles Oral Histories Collection (Collection 2080)
- Japanese American Oral History Project (Collection 2067)
- UCLA Center for Oral History Transcripts (Collection 300)

**Online Resources**
- Online Archive of California (OAC) finding aids (guides) to primary source materials
- YRL SC Exhibits: [http://www.library.ucla.edu/specialcollections/researchlibrary/9616.cfm](http://www.library.ucla.edu/specialcollections/researchlibrary/9616.cfm)
- California Cultures / Calisphere: [http://www.calisphere.universityofcalifornia.edu/](http://www.calisphere.universityofcalifornia.edu/)
Natural resources and conservation
Selected Bibliography of Primary Resources - UCLA Library Special Collections

Albright (Horace Marden) Papers (Collection 2056)
Beilenson (Anthony C.) Papers (Collection 391)
Blaney (Harry French) Papers (Collection 1682)
Blevins (Melvin L. Collection of Material about Water Resources in the San Fernando Valley (Collection 1540)
Bush (Albert F.) Papers (Collection 1680)
Clements (George Pigeon) Papers (Collection 118)
Diemer (Robert B.) Papers (Collection 1101)
Farrar (Irwin E.) Papers (Collection 1127)
Fultz (Francis) Papers (Collection 138)
Green (Dorothy) Papers (Collection 1736)
Hawkins (Augustus F.) Papers (Collection 1642)
Huberty (Martin R.) Papers (Collection 1683)
Hundley (Norris) Papers (Collection 577)
Jensen (Joseph) Papers (Collection 1058)
Lillard (Richard Gordon) Papers (Collection 1644)
Lynch (Henry Baker) Papers (Collection 847)
McCUTCHEON (Joseph Wilson) Papers (Collection 1684)
Pillsbury (Arthur Francis) Papers (Collection 1681)
Sierra Club Angeles Chapter Records (Collection 1199)
South Coast Air Quality Management District Records (Collection 1675)
Swing (Philip David) Papers (Collection 537)
Tejon Hills Oil Co. Records (Collection 286)
Union Oil Company of California (Unocal) Records (Collection 449)
UCLA Center for Oral History Research – Environmental Movement / Urban Planning and Land Use http://oralhistory.library.ucla.edu/
Natural resources, conservation and advocacy - selected search terms

- Agricultural ecology - California.
- Air--Pollution--California, Southern--Archival resources.
- Air quality management--California, Southern.
- California State Water Project.
- Conservationists--California--Archival resources.
- Conservationists—California--Interviews.
- Energy development--Political aspects--California--Archival resources.
- Environmental protection—California, Southern.
- Hydraulic engineers--California, Southern--Archival resources.
- Hydrologists--California--Los Angeles--Archival resources.
- Irrigation engineers--California--Archival resources.
- Metropolitan Water District of Southern California (Calif.)
- Mountaineering--California.
- National Park Service--Archival resources.
- Natural resources.
- Natural resources - California.
- Nature conservation—California, Southern—Archival resources.
- Petroleum industry and trade--California, Southern--Archival resources.
- Saline water conversion-Reverse osmosis process--Research.
- South Coast Air Quality Management District (Calif.)-- Archives.
- Union Oil Company of California--- Archives.
- Water conservation.
- Water conservation--Political aspects--Archival resources.
- Water--law and legislation--West (U.S.)
- Water--law legislation—California--Los Angeles--Water resources and economic development in the West.
- Water resources development--California, Southern.
- Water resources development--Political aspects--California--Archival resources.
- Water resources development--West (U.S.)--Archival resources.
- Water rights--California—History--Archival resources.
- Water supply--California--Archival resources.
- Water-supply engineering--Research.
- Water table-Climatic factors.
- Women environmentalists--California--Los Angeles--Archival resources.
Dance Collections

Selected Bibliography of Primary Resources - UCLA Library Special Collections

- Abel (Rudolfe) collection about Dance in Southern California, 1920-1953 (Collection 488)
- Allan (Maud) papers, 1910-1934 (Collection 2030)
- Anthony (Gordon) Ballet and Theatrical Photo Albums, 1935-1946 (Collection 894)
- Balcena (Antony) papers (Collection 625)
- Becket (Marta) papers, ca. 1969- (Collection 1399)
- Belcher (Ernest) papers (Collection 544)
- Bywaters (Mary) collection of Dance Ephemera, 1965-1985 (Collection 1742)
- California Ephemera collection (Collection 200)
- Cashin (Bonnie) collection of Fashion, Theatre and Film Costume Design, 1913-2000 (Collection 440)
- Charlot (André) papers, 1910-1945 (Collection 1318)
- Dance Programs collection, 1890-1990 (Collection 866)
- De Mille (Agnes) papers, ca. 1990-1991 (Collection 526)
- Desti (Mary) papers, 1918-1930 (2055)
- Robert (Elyse) collection on Ruth St. Denis, 1932-1991 (Collection 1735)
- Gernreich (Rudi) papers (Collection 1702)
- Hartman (Paul) papers, 1935-1965 (Collection 1456)
- Holtzman (Howard) collection on Isadora Duncan, 1878-1990 (Collection 1729)
- Kikuch (Charles) papers (Collection 1259)
- Koosis (Ella) collection of material relating to Dance, 1910-1940 (Collection 942)
- Laban (Juana) papers, 1912-1975 (Collection 1422)
- Los Angeles Olympic Organizing Committee (LAOOC) Records, 1978-1984 (Collection 1403)
- Lyon (Margerie) collection about Ted Shawn and the Dance, 1930-1970 (Collection 1478)
- Morgan (Barbara) collection of material about Barbara Morgan, 1960-1971 (Collection 1112)
- Nagrin (Daniel) collection of material about Daniel Nagrin, 1941-1982 (Collection 1335)
- Photograph Album collection, ca. 1860- (Collection 94)
- Photographers collection (Collection 98)
- St. Denis (Ruth) papers, 1880-1968 (Collection 1031)
- Southern California Folkdance Federation, 1945-1996 (Collection 1175)
- Vaun (Ted) papers, 1927-1937 (Collection 1336)
- West (Andrew) photographs of the Guelaguetza, 1982-1985 (Collection 1713)

UCLA Center for Oral History Research - Dance Oral Histories (selected)

- Deane, Martha
- Gilbert, Pia
- Hawkins, Alma
- Hills, Margaret Graham
- Lewitzky, Bella
- Martin, John Joseph
- Mershon, Katharane Edson
- St. Denis, Ruth
Useful URLs

Selected Bibliography of Primary Resources
UCLA Library Special Collections

UCLA Library home page: http://www2.library.ucla.edu/

UCLA Charles E. Young Library Department of Special Collections Home Page:
http://www.library.ucla.edu/libraries/special/scweb/

UCLA Charles E. Young Library Department of Special Collections - exhibits:
http://www.library.ucla.edu/libraries/special/scweb/exhibits.htm

A Letter from the Renaissance: Double Soul:
http://unitproj.library.ucla.edu/special/letterfromtherenaissance/index.html

The Orsini: a Roman Baronial Family in Context: http://unitproj.library.ucla.edu/special/orsini/orsini.htm

Medieval Manuscripts from the Collection of Richard and Mary Rouse:
http://unitproj.library.ucla.edu/special/rouse/rouseindex.htm

A Centenary Celebration of Ralph J. Bunche: http://www.library.ucla.edu/bunche/

http://www.library.ucla.edu/libraries/special/monette/pmexhibit.htm

Sleepy Lagoon Trial Exhibit: http://www.library.ucla.edu/libraries/special/scweb/slexhibit.htm

SOCALled Books: Diversity in Artists’ Books from Southern California
http://www.library.ucla.edu/libraries/special/socalledbooks/index.htm

The Susan Sontag Archive: http://unitproj.library.ucla.edu/special/sontag/sontag.htm

Wilder Shores: Lady Travelers of the 18th and 19th Centuries:
http://unitproj.library.ucla.edu/special/wildershores/index.htm

Online Archive of California (OAC) Home Page (finding aids): http://www.oac.cdlib.org/institutions/UCLA

Calisphere (digital archives) http://www.calisphere.universityofcalifornia.edu/

JARDA (Japanese American Research Digital Archive) and California Cultures

UCLA Library Digital Library: http://www2.library.ucla.edu/libraries/digital.cfm

UCLA Center for Oral History and Research: http://oralhistory.library.ucla.edu/